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I. RESULTS 
Let M” denote an n-dimensional differentiable manifold of class Cw. 
Let ai : iIP - Rn, i == 0, l,..., k be P and let si! be a family of measurable 
real functions on R. Consider the family S(Q) of ordinary differential 
equations on A!ln (dynamic system): 
$ = a&) + i a&) uJt), U,EQ. 
i-1 
(1-l) 
S(Q) is said to be controllable (or completely controllable) if for every two 
points y, y’ of M”, there exist T > 0, ui E 52 and a corresponding solution 
x(-) of (I. I) such that x(O) = y, ,+z( T) == y’. 
We now define k + 1 first-order differential operators Xi by requiring 
Xi = Cj” a,‘(x) %/2x’ in every set of local coordinates. These operators can 
be identified with vector fields on Mn, and it will also be convenient to 
regard them as vector fields on the (x, t) space M+ = M” x R. Let 
Y,, = a/at + X, ; if f  is a function on M+, along a trajectory of (I. I) we 
have df/dt = Y,J + xi u,(t) X,f. Let VA denote the set of all time-invariant 
vector fields on M+; with the coefficient ring P(Mn) and the Lie bracket 
p, Y] = XY - YX we give V 7 the structure of a Lie algebra; the sub- 
algebra V L- {X E Vi : Xt = 0} can also be identified with the Lie algebra 
of all vector fields on M”. Given a Lie subalgebra A and a point p of M+, 
A, = (Xp : X E A) is a finite-dimensional vector space; if dim(A,) := Y 
everywhere on Mt, we say A has rank Y. Now, let Sz be the class PP of 
piecewise-CU functions on R. 
THEOREM 1. If  S(P@) is controllable and if the fundamental group 
nl(Mn) has no element of infinite order, then the Lie subalgebra A+- generated 
4r y, 7 XI ,*.., X,hasrankn+ 1. 
* Work performed while at the Department of System Science, University of 
California, Los Angeles. 
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The conclusion of Theorem 1 has been used as a definition of con- 
trollability by Hermann [7], Haynes [6], and Hermes [8]; in [4] we gave 
this Lie-algebraic condition the name li-controllability. (Intuitively, it 
means that the only PC0 functions on M+ that are invariant on all trajectories 
of (1.1) are the constant functions.) 
I f  the condition on the fundamental group is not satisfied, the system 
need not be N-controllable. Let AZ2 = R2 - ((0, 0)}, the punctured plane, 
and consider the controllable system 
dx 
z = -Y + u(t)x, 
4 z = x + u(t)y. (1.2) 
In &‘+ the manifolds t - arctan(y/r) = constant are invariant for all 
choices of u. 
In applications to Markov processes on R” [4], it is natural to require 
that the ai be globally Lipschitzian; with this hypothesis the family 52 of 
controls can be taken to be the class U of real measurable square-integrable 
functions with compact support on the t-axis, as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 2 ([4]). Suppose there exists K > 0 such that 
(I a,(x) - ai(x < k’ll N - x’ (j (1.3) 
forallpairsofpointsx, x‘inRrz andi = 0, I,..., k. Then if S( U) is controllable, 
S(PCw) and A’(@) are controllable. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
V and V+ are, of course, Cw(Mn)-modules of dimension 11 and n + I, 
respectively. Hi- is defined as the span in V+ of the vector fields Y, , X, ,..., X, ; 
H, as the span in V (or V+) of X, , X, ,..., X, . I f  x E M”, H, = {Xx : X E HI 
and is a real vector space of dimension k + 1 or less; thus H, is the real 
span of the ai in Mm, the tangent space at x. 
We define an integral curve of H as a Cw map z0 from a closed time interval 
[0, T] to Mn such that dz,/dt E HZ1 . That is, there exist CU real functions 
uo 7 u1 ,..., uk such that 
(2.1) 
An integral path of H is defined as a continuous curve z. , piecewise P, 
each of whose pieces is an integral curve of H. (A solution-trajectory of 
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Eq. (1.1) is an integral path when Q t’(‘*.‘~ but the reverse is not trt~e 
unless u,(t) = 1.) 
\vc denote by A0 the smallest Lie subalgebra c~f V containing H, A <IIS 
the smallest Lie suhalgehra of V+ containing Ii :‘w integral manifold .V 
of A0 is defined as a connected submanifold of .1f” strch that each tangent 
space :\T,,. satisfies N, :~= A,“. (Remark 10, Sec. 5.) 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Nagaro [IO]). Q A is aL,i~ suha&wa of V, fhen -1 I /’ has 
a unique partition by integral manifolds AT of A. 
This generalizes the classical Frobenius “complete integrabilitv theorem” 
(Chevalley [2]) to P Lie algebras with singularities. (It is false in the c’” 
category.) From Nagano’s proof it can he seen that dim(A,) is constant on each 
integral manifold N, and that given y  E N, dim(-%,,) = n - I’, then in a suffi- 
ciently- small ;Crln-neighborhood G(y) there exist local coordinates xl,. ,_, .P 
vanishing at y  such that G(y) A -1’ = (x E G(y) : x1 ,$ _- ~- sr 01 
and Xx1 =- ..’ = Xx” em 0 on G(y) n IV for all X FA. Then, a trajectory 
of (I. I) passing through y  must, for all choices of u, stay on a&’ (by a standard 
uniqueness theorem) and we have a 
COROLLARY. Ij- A’ is an inteLpal manifold qf A”, _I’ is an invariant set 
for the system S(PP). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Given that the dynamic system S(Pc) is controllable, its only invariant 
set is Ill’” itself, which is thus the only integral manifold of AU, by the above 
Corollary. Since dim(A,.“) is constant on n/rTL, rank(AO) =, n. Now consider 
the Lie subalgebra B = A0 n A~‘. Clearly, dim(B,) 5: n. Note that in 
V’ span{Y, , B] := A+; and span(X, , B} 1:~ AD, so dim(B,) > n -- 1. I f  we 
show that rank(B) = II, then rank(Am) == rz +- 1, completing the proof. For 
an indirect proof, let us suppose that at some pointy in :1f17, dim(B,) =: )I - 1. 
Then X,y is linearly independent of B, , and (expressing this fact by the 
nonvanishing of appropriate determinants), by continuity, X,x is independent 
of B, for all x in a neighborhood G(y); dim(B,) = n .- 1 on G(y). This 
last fact implies that det(Y,f,) == 0 f  or all n-tuples of vector fields Yi in B 
and n-tuples of functions f, in Cm(G(y)); from analyticity, det(Yif,) -=. 0 
for all n-tuples fj in P(&P); so rank(B) = n -- 1. Bv the classical Frobenius 
Theorem [2], the integral manifolds L of B are all bf dimension n -- I and 
constitute a so-called foliation of M” with the manifolds as leaves. From 
controllability, given any z in ;%J” we can find a trajectorv 0 of S(PP) _ - 
which starts at z (at t = 0) and returns to z at some time T > 0. Such a 
trajectory is an integral path of A0 such that u. = I, so its tangent vector 
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(defined in the obvious one-sided way at a corner) at a point x never lies 
in the tangent space L, to a leaf. Such a curve is said to be transverse to 
the leaves. Using now the hypothesis on n,(AZn), we obtain our contradiction 
via the following 
LEMMA (Haefliger [S, Chap. 41). Let the manifold izI* be foliated analytically 
by leaves of dimension n - 1; if there exists a closed curve Q transverse to the 
leaves, Q represents an element of infinite order in the.fundamental group of M”. 
Remark. Haefliger’s proof of this lemma, using a holonomy argument, 
does not require that the closed curve Q intersect all the leaves; Q is, in a 
trivial way, transverse to a leaf it does not intersect. However, in our context 
(i.e., using controllability) we shall show that Q does indeed cut each leaf 
of the foliation induced by B, and obtain the following argument to substitute 
for the lemma. (The ad hoc assumption that X, generates a Lie group of 
operators exp(tX,) simplifies the work for the reader, but a pseudogroup 
is good enough.) 
From the Frobenius Theorem and the fact that [X0, B] C B, we shall 
show that the map x - exp(tX& permutes the leaves of the foliation. 
Given any point z in M*l, in a neighborhood G(z) there exists a real- 
analytic function f  such that Xf = 0 for all X in B. Let L” denote the 
leaf through z, then f  is constant on the set GZ := G(z) n L”. For small ( t (, 
exp(tX,)X exp(-tX,)f = 0, so f  is constant on the set exp(t&)G”. From 
the existence of the closed trajectory Q we deduce that exp(tX,)LZ is a leaf 
for 0 < t 8 T and the image of L” under the map exp(TX,) is L”. T is 
independent of z, provided that ‘7’ is also the first positive time for which 
a point on Q cuts P; if T does not have this property, it can be replaced 
by a smaller number T, that does, and T is an integral multiple of TI . 
(So all we care about is a trajectory that starts on Lz and cuts L” again, for 
the first time, at time T, .) Any point ~0 E ,\I” can, by controllability, be 
connected to x by a trajectory of finite duration T’. There is an integer Nsuch 
that T’ = L\‘T, + T”, 0 < T” < T, , and w belongs to exp(T”&)L”. We 
have thus constructed a surjection r : -II” + P, and the corresponding 
fundamental groups 7~r(M~l), nl(S1) arc homomorphic. Therefore the fun- 
damental group of M” has an element of infinite order, contrary to hypothesis. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREhI 2 
In this section, M” is R”. To simplify notation, we shall suppose k = 1; 
the reasoning is the same in the general case. Given y  and z in Rn there 




and let p 4 J(c) -t I. We pose the “Lagrange problem” of minimizing the 
functional-J(-) under the constraints J(U) <; p, .Y(, ~. y, and .xr :. z in (1.1). 
Choose K in condition (1.3) so large that 
(1 ai(x)ij2 & K2(I + /j x I,“). (4.2) 
Via the Gronwall-Bellman inequality, we see that if U,, =- {U : J(U) .::. p} 
then the solutions xt of S(U,) satisfy the a priori bound 
i 
1 I( $ /!I dt < 2 11 y  1j2{exp[3K2T(T + p)] - I> 
+ 2K’T(T + p) exp[3K2T(T -1 p)]. (4.3) 
Then we may apply Cesari’s Theorem 6 to show the existence of an optimal 
control D in U,, and optimal solution 2, that minimize J under the given 
constraints. However, any such optimal control and response must satisfy 
the Pontryagin necessary conditions: there exists an n-component vector q 
of “multiplier functions” defined on [0, T] such that (( , ) indicates inner 
product) 
4 -L 
dt - ; [CL a,(4) - (1 i4)(g, %cwl, 
$ := u&z) - (I /2)(q, a#)) al(a). 
(4.4) 
These differential equations are CuJ in (2, q) and (Theorem 8.2 of Chap. I, 
Coddington and Levinson [3]) th e k nown solution is real-analytic on [0, T]; 
from the first equation, v  E Cw[O, 2’1. 
5. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
lo. CHOW’S THEOREM (Hermann [7]). I f  I-I is a CW vector field system 
on R”, if LY is the leaf of H through y, and A is the Lie algebra generated 
by El, then if A has rank n, LY IS all of R”. 
Theorem I is a Cl0 converse of Chow’s Theorem. 
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It is not generally true that H-controllable systems (I. I) are completely 
controllable; consider the following example on R*: 
dx;dt = u, dyjdt = x2; 
x, = x2 apy, x1 = a/ax, [X, , X,] = 2.2 ?:‘hy, [X, , Xl]] = 2 a;ay, 
(5.1) 
so A+ has basis a/at, a/ax, a/S and its rank is 3, but from any point (x, y) 
in the plane only the region above y is accessible. 
20. For the special case of a linear system with constant coefficients 
S,, : dx/dt = Ax + h(t), (5.2) 
H-controllability is equivalent to complete controllability. It is easily seen 
that the Lie algebra A+ has rank n + 1 only if the vectors 6, Ah,..., An-16 
are linearly independent, in which case (A, b) is called a controllable pair. For 
any T > 0, consider controls of the form o(t) = b’eA’(T-t)c, 0 < t 3s T. 
The matrix 
M(T) = 1; eASbb’eA” ds (5.3) 
is then nonsingular. For a given x0 and the given family of controls, 
x7 = eAtzcO + M(T)c, which can be solved for c given any desired endpoint 
xT . That is complete controllability. 
In this work we are postulating that S is controllable and P (not necessarily 
linear). The two examples that follow are to show that there are nontrivial 
systems of this sort. 
30. Let (A, b) b e a controllable pair; consider the nonlinear system 
S, : dxjdt = Ax + b+) + Q(x) u(t) (5.4) 
where 4, 4 are CU real functions and $J(x) > 0. Then S, is controllable. 
Proof. Given states y and z, let n(t) = b’eA(T-t)c, where c = M-l( T)(x - eA’y). 
Let u(t) = [n(t) - 4Wl/t@t), + w ere 3i’, is the response of system S, to ZJ(.), 
starting at y. From 20, we see Zr = .a. We then have, for the S,-response zt 
starting at y with control u(.); the differential equation 
$ bt - %I = 4x, - %I + b[y#@t) - #J], 0 < t d T; (5.5) 
but this has the unique solution zt - f, = 0 on [0, T]. Therefore, xr = x. 
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40. Jet (A, b) be a controllable pair, and consider the system 
s, : dx;dt L4,v ; h(t) .A\)3 I 5.6) 
where g is a bounded Lipschitzian vector function on RI’. Then .Y, k corn- 
pletely controllable. 
The proof is easily ohtained from that of Hermes [g, Theorem I.21 hy 
writing xT = eATx, + M(T)r -+ h(c), w h et-e lz trrrns out to be bounded and 
continuous in c; then one solves for c and applies the Brouwer fixed-point 
theorem, as shown by Hermes (p. 343, to obtain a control to any desired sI. , 
for any positive T. 
50. Theorem I does not remain true if Cm is replaced by C’ in the hypoth- 
esis. Consider this example in K2: 
where f(x) vanishes for x .:- 1, f(x) -z .u cxp[ t /(,x2 - t)] for .x i t. 
To obtain a trajectory connecting two given points, one makes use of the 
strips where 3’ increases or decreases, as needed, and then moves in the .w 
direction. Outside these strips the rank of A’ is two, yet S, is completely 
controllable. 
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